Jamie’s Farm Volunteer Horse Assistant
About Jamie’s Farm
Jamie’s Farm transforms the lives of disadvantaged young people, with a mixture of low self-esteem,
poor behaviour and low attendance and attainment, by providing a unique combination of ‘farming,
family and therapy’ through a five-day residential at one of our rural farms and a thorough follow-up
programme. The charity helps children to flourish at home, in education and in the community, and
works with teachers to make changes catalysed by Jamie’s Farm last.
Position Summary
We are looking for an experienced volunteer horse assistant to check in and look after our two
ponies, once or twice a week. There may be opportunities to work with children, but you will
predominantly be working on your own at our stables on our beautiful farm.
Major responsibilities include, but are not limited to:




Grooming;
Feeding and watering;
Mucking out and bedding up;




Poo picking in the field shelter and
paddock;
Checking general health.

Essential Skills and Experience




Ability to confidently handle horses;
Knowledge of horse management;
Passion and enthusiasm for horse care.

Time frame and location



One day a week (or more if interested), ideally Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays or the
weekends.
Address: Jamie’s Farm, Allington Farm, Allington Lane, Lewes, East Sussex, BN7 3QL

Do you pay travel expenses?
Yes, we will pay all reasonable travel expenses to and from the farm and will provide a hearty lunch
on weekdays.
Start date ASAP
Apply now:
Please complete our online volunteer application here:
https://app.etapestry.com/onlineforms/JamiesFarm_1/genvol.html
If you have done so previously, please email nataliaborg@jamiesfarm.org.uk to say you are
interested in this particular role and what your availability is.
Thank you.
Due to the nature of our work with young people, on acceptance of offer all Jamie's Farm employees are subject to an enhanced Criminal
Record Bureau check in accordance with our Child Protection Policy. Jamie’s Farm is committed to eliminating discrimination and to
encouraging diversity, and operates an Equality and Diversity policy to this end.
www.jamiesfarm.org.uk

